
Managerial Decision Making

Session 4
Conditional Probability & 

Bayesian Updating

Course Business
Surveys in the future . . .

– “attempt to participate” is the important thing

Work-load goals   
– Average 6-7 hours, including reading, writing memos, 

homework problems, etc
» I’m always looking for new, interesting readings

– Never MAX more than 8 hours
» If so, tell me, ‘cause “something” needs fixing at my end

Web site: even if TuckStreams is down . . .
– http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/mdm/

Reading this week: is light, so get ahead in 
Influence

MDM: Key Concepts so far
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Conditional Probability    

Conditional Probability:
Pr(A|B) :  the probability of A given that

we know B occurred or will occur

Now, if A & B are independent, then:

Pr (A | B) = Pr (A) 
Independent Example: 
Pr(die A & B, when rolled is a 1 (“Ace”))

– Pr (Ace1 | it’s first die rolled)      = 1/6   AND
– Pr (Ace2 | it’s second die rolled) = 1/6

Conditional Probability    

Conditional Probability:
Pr(A|B)  is the probability of A 

given that B occurred or will occur

Now, if A & B are not independent, 
then:

prob (A | B) = prob (A&B) / prob (B)

note the scaling (normalizing) by B 

Axioms of Probability Theory

Now, remember the Multiplication Rule :

Pr (A & B) = Pr (A) * Pr (B|A)
Pr (Eagles & Bucs in Super Bowl) = 

Pr (Eagles) * Pr (Bucs|Eagles) 
But we KNOW Pr (Bucs|Eagles) = 0!!!!!

From the Multiplication Rule, we get 
something very important . . . 



Conditional Probability: Bayes’ Rule

Multiplication Rule (repeated): 
prob (A & B) = prob (A) * prob (B|A)    or

prob (B) * prob (A|B)
Bayes’ Rule follows from the Multiplication 
Rule (rearranged) : 
prob (A | B) = prob (A&B) / prob (B)

prob (A | B) = prob (A) * prob (B | A) / prob (B)

Why is this important?
– Virtually All π judgments . . .

A
B

Recent Probability Judgments

Last week, what was my probability 
(prior) that the Iraq war would last 
longer than one month?
What is my posterior probability, now 
that I have observed the first week?

More?

Rain & Lightning

Prob(Rain) = 40%
Prob(Lightning) = 10%
Prob(Rain&Lightning)= 5%
Prob(Lightning|Rain) = prob (R & L) / prob (R)
Prob(Lightning|Rain) =  .05 / .4  =  .125 = 12.5%
Prob(Rain|Lightning) =  .05 / .1  =   .5    = 50%

Rain

Lightning

MBAs and Philosophers

Survey: A class has two types of 
students, MBAs and Philosophers.  
You know the following:

– 1. Of the 150 Students, 100 are MBAs, 50 Phil’s
– 2. Only 30% of the MBAs are Democrats (70% Reps.),   

but 80% of the Phil’s are Democrats (so 20% Reps.)

Question: If a student from the class is 
a Democrat, what is the chance that he 
or she is a Philosopher?
What is your quick answer?  in %:____

MBAs and Philosophers
Survey:  Of the 150 Students, 100 are MBAs, 50 
Phil’s.  

– 30% of the MBAs are Democrats (70% Reps.),   
– 80% of the Phil’s are Democrats (20% Reps.)

Solution: If a student from the class is a 
Democrat, what is the chance that he or she is a 
Philosopher? i.e. Prob ( Phil | Demo) 

– Prob (A | B) = prob (A&B) / prob (B)
– Prob ( Phil | Demo) = prob (Phil)*prob(Demo|Phil)

prob(Demo)
(1/3) * (.80) / (7/15)  = 4/7th= 57%

Prob (Phil | Demo)
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The easy way: the “frequency” view 

Question: If a student from the class 
is a Democrat, what is the chance 
that he or she is a Philosopher?

4030Demo

1070Rep

PhilMBA

40/(30+40)= 57%

What’s the Probability?

Consider 1000 women, age 40. The 
probability that a woman age 40 has breast 
cancer (C) = 1%
The disease is detected (M+) by 
mammography correctly 80% of time if a 
woman has C
The disease is incorrectly detected (M+) by 
mammography 10% of time when a woman 
doesn’t have C
If the test is positive, what is the probability 
that the woman has C?

The “frequency” view 

Question: If a student from the class 
is a Democrat, what is the chance 
that he or she is a Philosopher?

100099010

893

107

8912Test = M-

998Test = M+

No 
CancerCancer

8/(8+99)= 7.5%

Problems When Using Bayes Rule
– Rationality assumes that when we get new 

information, we can easily and correctly 
UPDATE our beliefs/ probabilities of our 
PRIOR opinion 

Three factors must be considered:
– 1. What is the prior probability?
– 2. How strong is the relationship between prior 

and new information?
– 3. How reliable is the new information?

What we find:
– Most people ignore 1 and 3, and just use 2

Industrial Spying Problem
Define H = the Event that competitor 
introduces a new product
D = increased activity at competitor's 
proving ground
D* = your spy reports increased activity at 
the competitors proving ground
Assume:

– Prob(H|D) = .80  when there is increased 
activity, the probability of a new product is .80

– Prob(D|D*) = 1.0  whenever the spy reports new 
activity at the proving ground, she is right.

Industrial Spying Problem
Question:  You get a new report from 
your spy that there is increased activity 
at competitor’s proving ground. What is 
the chance that the competitor is 
introducing a new product, i.e. what is 
Pr (H|D*) ? 
Answer:  

– Prob (H|D*) could be almost anything
– D* D does not mean that D D*  !!!

» Many people fall into the trap of “Confusion of 
Inverse”…



perhaps they "let" you see . . . John Hinckley’s Trial

In 1982 John Hinckley was on trial, 
accused of having attempted to kill 
President Reagan. Hinckley’s defense 
attorney argued that Hinckley suffered 
from mental illness, and they wanted to 
introduce Hinckley’s CAT scan as 
evidence, which showed brain atrophy…

Source: Making Hard Decisions

John Hinckley’s Trial
From an expert witness:
Approximately 1.5% of people in US suffer from 
schizophrenia (S). When individuals diagnosed 
with schizophrenia are given CAT scans, brain 
atrophy (A) is shown in 30% of the cases 
compared with only 2% of the scans done on 
normal (NS) people.
Question:
What is the probability that Hinckley suffers 
from schizophrenia, given the fact that his CAT 
scan shows brain atrophy?

John Hinckley’s Trial
What we know from the expert witness:
Pr (S) = 1.5%
Pr (A|S) = 30%
Pr (A|NS) = 2%
Question:
Pr (S|A) = ?
Pr (S|A) = [Pr (A|S) * Pr (S)]/ 
{[Pr (A|S) * Pr (S)] + [Pr (A|NS) * P (NS)]} = 0.186 

=18.6%
Far from a sure thing!!!

The “frequency” view 

Question: Pr (Schizo|Cat. shows Atrophy) = ?

15010545Schizo

9,8509,653197No Schizo

10,000

Cat shows 
Atrophy Totals

Cat shows 
No 

Atrophy

45/(45/197)= 18.6%

John Hinckley’s Trial
Solve the problem using “frequency” approach:
- If we tested 100,000 individuals, some 1500 (1.5%) of them 
would show schizophrenia (and 98,500 would be normal);

-Of the 1500, only 30%, or roughly 450, would show atrophy;
-Of the 98,500 normal people, 2%, some 1970, would show 
brain atrophy.

-Question: If an individual has atrophy, is he one of the 450 
with schizophrenia or one of the 1970 without?

- 450/(450+1970) = 18.6%

Intuition: there are many false-positive 
tests…



The Monty Hall Problem

This well-known problem is named after the host of the 
TV show “Let’s make a deal”:
Suppose you are on a game show and are given a 
choice of three doors. You are told that behind 
one door is a car; behind the others, goats. You 
pick a door, then the host who knows what’s 
behind each door, offers to open a second door, 
which has a goat. After that, you have the choice 
to switch to the third door, or stay with your 
original choice. 

Do you have a better chance to win the car if you 
switch to another door or stay with your first 
one?

Source: Thinking and Deciding

Is the host telling you anything useful?

Yes!
Intuition:
Prior fact/opinion: 1/3 chance that the car is behind the door you 
chose (Door 1), and 2/3 chance that the it is behind one of the other 
doors (Door 2 or 3).
New info. from the host: there is a goat behind door 2 (or 3).
Posterior (Now what?): by switching to 3 (or 2), you are switching to 
the “bigger pie” (2/3 chance).

The key is that the host DOES know where the 
car is, and thus will not pick the door with the 
car. 
So by opening a door, he is telling you something 
valuable. . . (where the car isn’t)

A lesson from the Monty Hall problem

– We should pay attention to new information 
and update our “prior”. But, by how much?
Should we always change our “prior” 
dramatically once there is new info.?

– Question:  What is the correct way to revise 
our “prior”?

How should we make decisions?

The general case: We can think of most 
decisions as updating an old “fact” or 
opinion with new information.
We begin with an estimate and a 
confidence level around an estimate, 
we’ll call it a “prior”

– Example:  Probability that a prospect (??) will 
become an important client.

Each time we get new information, we 
revise our prior, and call it a “posterior”

Bayes Rule: updating our priors

prob(A) is the prior probability before new 
info arrives
prob(new info | A) is the likelihood or 
expectedness of the new data (given the 
prior)
prob(A | new info) is the revised probability 
after the new data has been taken into 
account, often called the posterior

prob(A | new info) = prob(new info| A)prob(A)
prob(new info)

Bayes Rule in words:
Prior => Likelihood => Posterior

In essence, Bayes Rule says: adjust your 
prior expectations by how likely the new 
news is in situations like this.
The key issue is determining the precision
of the new information relative to the 
precision of the prior info. (Repeat! repeat! 
Repeat! Reread this until you’ve got it.) 

– So, is our prior diffuse or precise? our new data?

posterior = k(prior × likelihood )



Bayesian Updating: Flow Chart Bayesian Updating with 
“Normal” priors and data

Managerial examples (1)

In a mid-sized far eastern country A, less than 
5% of the western sportswear franchises 
survived over the past five years. Now a 
consulting firm has approached Nike, 
suggesting a business opportunity in country 
A with an extraordinary local company, 
PerfectPartner,  who has just had a major 
success with a well-known European brand. 
The consulting firm is extremely confident 
that the cooperation between Nike and 
PerfectPartner is going to be a huge success.
Do you think agree? Why?

Bayes’ Rule in words:
Prior => Likelihood => Posterior

In essence, Bayes’ Rule says: adjust your 
prior expectations by how likely the new 
news is in situations like this.

Extremely common decision fault:
We overweight new information, relative to 
its actual “value”

posterior = k(prior × likelihood )

Managerial examples (2)

A Tuck MBA, Mr. Smith, who graduated in 1982, 
spent all his post-MBA years in a Fortune 500 
company (X), marching with the company through 
all the ups and downs. He led critical turnarounds 
in six of the company’s factories around the globe, 
for which he has been nominated as one of the 
potential successors of the COO who is retiring in 
December. A week ago, however, an explosion 
occurred at X’s largest factory in North America 
(which is under the leadership of Mr. Smith) and 
essentially demolished the central R&D lab. The 
accident involved a few casualties, and will result 
in a significant delay in the launch of the 
company’s “next generation” product.
Will you still support promoting Mr. Smith? Why?

Managerial decisions

When using Bayes theorem is impractical, 
what should you do?

– Remember and use the qualitative version
– pay close attention to the “prior probability”, 

i.e., overuse the base rate!



How safe is airline travel? or, more 
generally how save is the world?

Before Fall 2001, each of us had an opinion 
on how safe it is to fly on airlines (our prior)
On 9/11/01, four planes crash, killing all 246 
on board them (new info)
– …followed by vivid news on terrorists’ other 

attempts to bomb planes and airports
Now, how safe, in your revised opinion, is it 
to fly on airlines? (posterior)

Airline Travel: Debiasing Questions

How often do commercial planes 
crash (per trip/ per mile flown)?
What is the historical evidence on 
airlines safety vs. other transport?
Has the world changed since 9/11?
Do the crashes suggest that safety 
will be worse or better or no change 
at all?

Survey:Can you tell a fair from a biased coin? Trending vs. Mean-Reverting

Often we, as decision makers, are 
faced with the task of deciding 
whether a trend is starting . . . 
How do we think about this problem?
Technically, it is serial correlation in 
stochastic processes

– What does that mean?

Let X be a binomial flip, whichever 
occurs, so X is either  { H, T }
Focus on Prob( Xt+1| Xt)

The Streak Survey

To what extent is a series of data 
(streak strings included) generated by 
a specific process (trending, 
reverting, and random)?

– A slightly complicated Bayes’ Rule problem. . 
.

Suppose I told you I have a “special” 
coin, and I have no idea whether the 
coin is a “fair” coin (p= .5) or a 
“reverting” coin (p = .1 or .3) or a 
trending coin (p= .7 or .9)

– What should your prior probability be on this 
coin?

Before you get data, you should 
have a diffuse prior



Trending vs. Mean-Reverting (2)

If Prob( Xt+1| Xt) = .5 then Random

If Prob( Xt+1| Xt) = .7 then Trending 1 (weakly)
If Prob( Xt+1| Xt) = .9 then Trending 2 (strongly)

If Prob( Xt+1| Xt) = .3 then Mean Reverting 1 
(weakly)
(If Prob( Xt+1| Xt) = .1 then Mean Reverting 2 
(strongly)

Next Week . . .

Readings . . .
– “After Class” next week is better . . .

Influence (red cover) is a great book
– We’ll talk about it week after next
– Will take 5-6 hours total, start now . . .

There will be a survey, please try to 
do by Sunday night. 

– I will send you a reminder . . . 


